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Even as virtualization has promised to ease cluster scale and management, it
presents system administrators and storage system designers with opaque blobs of
data that represent entire virtual volumes. In these environments, application and
file-level semantics are abandoned long before data reaches the disk. Our research
borrows from past work and is creating virtual storage interfaces that preserve
file-level information in order to improve the management and efficiency of storage.
Virtualization has been widely used to reduce operational costs of mid- and largescale server farms. Now it is making headway in desktop computing, where it has
played a central role in recent efforts to migrate users from individual workstations to centrally administered servers. Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is
the latest manifestation of the well-known thin-client paradigm. It attempts to
lure end users—who have previously been reluctant to embrace thin clients—by
providing a computing environment almost identical to the familiar desktop PC.
There are good reasons to believe this approach is working.
Gartner predicts that 40 percent of all worldwide desktops—49 million in total—
will be virtualized by 2013 [2]. Already, many organizations have deployed VDI to
tens of thousands of users [6]. This surge is being driven by administrators who
have long seen the value of centralizing PC resources. They find that a significant
economy of scale comes from the reduced operating costs provided by a VDI environment. There are, however, big challenges posed by such large and centralized
installations, particularly with respect to storage.
In current VDI implementations, virtual disks are stored as opaque files on a
central network server. File formats like Microsoft’s VHD and VMware’s VMDK
encapsulate entire disk images using a read-only base image (or Gold Master) as a
template disk. Modifications to the base image are stored in one or more separate
overlay images allocated for each VM. This allows the rapid creation of new VMs
with minimal initial overhead. But as VMs mature, their overlay images diverge,
leading to increased storage consumption and maintenance burden. The block
level approach used by these file formats, while simple to implement, lacks the
contextual information necessary to begin addressing this divergence problem.
Administrators are presently faced with the choice of either allowing images to
diverge without bound, resulting in a serious management problem for tasks like
upgrade, or resetting images to the original master at daily or weekly frequencies,
which frustrates users who desire to install their own software.

This information-poor block interface also extends through much of the storage
stack in enterprise VM environments. In a traditional PC the transformation from
file to block requests occurs very low in the stack, so many storage features operate at the file level. However, in virtualization environments this transformation
occurs at the top. Below the guest VM’s block level, the VMM will map the virtual
drive to a file format for virtual disks. Since a shared storage system is required
for live VM migration and recovery in case of a physical server failure, the block
requests must then travel over the network. They are processed by a centralized
storage system that aggregates many physical drives, often storing the images on
yet another file system. In total, an enterprise virtualization storage stack will
have easily twice the distinct layers of a desktop PC, most of which are unaware of
the original file semantics.

Semantics Lost
This loss of semantics limits file-oriented performance optimizations. For example, it is often the case that different VMs on the same physical host read and store
identical files that happen to be at different logical disk offsets. Common storage
optimizations around caching, deduplication, and placement—often implemented
within OS and file system code with the benefit of object boundaries—must be
approximated at the block layer.
Block semantics also diminish the administrator’s ability to administer. In
time-sharing systems, administrators could see user files and their accesses. If a
configuration file was incorrect, it could be inspected and even changed. If a file
management policy was not being followed, it could be detected directly. Administrators could scan the whole system for all files of a given type or name. The
corresponding view in a contemporary virtualization system is a stream of block
requests passing to an opaque virtual disk file.
This can make simple tasks, such as changing a user’s security settings in Internet
Explorer, unnecessarily complicated. The administrator can use Remote Desktop
or Terminal Services to modify the machines directly, but must access each VM
individually. With scripts they may do the job faster, but this requires knowledge of
specialized syntax. If the VMs can be turned off, the administrator can mount the
disks for inspection. Or perhaps she could email the VM’s owner and ask politely
for help. These restrictions are largely consequences of using opaque containers
and protocols. They seem ridiculous, given that the files are already being hosted
on a single shared storage system.
Users do not directly see these layer intricacies, of course, but they also don’t get
many explicit benefits. Instead, they are forced into an anachronism—PC-era
isolation, despite mainframe-style consolidation. Consider file sharing in this
environment: users can copy files to a network drive, create a file server on their
local VM, or email files as attachments. Those options seem natural for a PC, but
in a VDI any shared data is already hosted by a dedicated file server. The barriers
to collaborating on this file are vestiges of an era when hard drives were physically isolated—and virtual disks preserve these barriers without offering any
real benefits. A better approach would be to share the file without creating copies
and without the complexity and overhead of creating what is in effect a proxy file
server.
Obviously, today’s file systems were not designed for use in virtual environments.
But what would a new, virtualization-aware file system look like? We feel that
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some very good ideas can be reappropriated, refurbished, and redeployed from past
research to help address these issues.

Namespace Composition
Many of the these problems stem from the forfeiture of file semantics at the top of
the predominantly block-oriented virtual storage stack. However, there’s no fundamental reason that most of the storage stack can’t instead use a file interface. Filebased network protocols like CIFS and NFS are in widespread use, and virtual disk
management based on a file interface was introduced with Ventana in 2006 [3].
Like Venti [4], which inspired it, Ventana used a single global store for all files.
Individual disk images were created by selecting the necessary files from this pool,
and shared access was protected with copy-on-write. Conceptually, this composition could be considered similar to a very fine-grained use of UnionFS. Unfortunately, the Ventana implementation never saw much use or distribution.
Systems like Ventana require that the file interface extend all the way from the
guest operating system to the network storage system. In practice, there are technical limitations that make this difficult. Most notably, the Windows boot process
requires a block device, which precludes using a file interface. However, this problem is not impossible to overcome. Linux already provides NFS boot, which would
be a sufficient solution for Windows. In our own lab we use a custom Windows file
system driver to transition to a CIFS interface during boot, which has much the
same result. Although this approach requires synthesizing a block interface for the
early boot stages, it is much simpler than recreating file semantics from a stream
of block requests [1].
Whether one uses CIFS, NFS, or another protocol in place of a block interface,
the benefits are significant. At the VM level, it removes the need for any type of
block-level processing. The VMM benefits from the file interface, because it opens
up opportunities for caching when multiple VMs are reading from the same files.
The network interface to centralized storage can also be file-based, possibly NFS
or CIFS, which is easier to reason about than iSCSI and available on more affordable hardware. Finally, the cluster administrator is put back in the position of
dealing with file access and management. This helps in technical administration,
such as troubleshooting a client misconfiguration and managing diverging disks. It
opens the door to replacing inefficient per-client services, such as virus scanners,
with centralized alternatives. This could be used to solve the “Antivirus Storm”
problem, where a number of idle clients, unaware that they are all sharing storage
resources, engage their antivirus software and place stress on centralized storage.
A file interface would also help administrators simply understand what their
system is doing. Often, it is too easy for an administrator to be unaware that a
considerable portion of their storage resources is handling completely unnecessary tasks such as defragmenting virtual disks or writing IE temp files over the
network to highly redundant and expensive storage. Given the current structure of
block requests and opaque disk images, such waste can go unnoticed.

Virtual Directories
Restoring file semantics to the storage stack may not be enough. Many believe
that today’s file systems are already too complex to manage [5], so navigating a
large cluster of such hierarchies would probably challenge an administrator. In
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other environments, virtual directories have been the subject of some interest in
combating complex file hierarchies. For virtualization, we think the idea could be
extended to provide even more benefits.
The virtual directory mechanism traces back to Gifford’s 1991 paper proposing
semantic file systems, and perhaps even earlier, to UNIX systems which first
displayed devices through a file interface. In the current context, complex searches
for files can be represented persistently as a virtual directory. This allows users to
create directories that display semantic information rather than filesystem location information. As an example, users might want their music collection displayed
in the file system as a directory containing all files from a certain artist, regardless of the hierarchical location of those files.
Combined with an enterprise-wide storage system like the one proposed above,
this mechanism would be a powerful management and collaboration aid. For end
users, this would provide support for three fundamental workflows.
First, for users operating on multiple VMs, the process of circumventing the
unnecessarily strong barriers between VM file systems could be eliminated.
Rather than creating a new file server or copying the file over a network, a user
could merely request that the file be mapped into both file systems. Of course,
there are complex notions of user-identity and access control that need to be
addressed. Similar problems have been addressed in the past [7], although in different contexts, making this a ripe area for further research.
Second, to facilitate information finding, one could use virtual directories for persistent queries, such as “find me all spreadsheet files from the accounting group.”
Currently, one could search for such files, but the illusion of decentralized storage
requires that users first locate the appropriate network servers and then aggregate
results from multiple sources. Furthermore, persistent queries are more powerful
than searches, because they can stay current with publish/subscribe notifications.
Third, virtual directories and namespace composition could work together to
empower file publishers, while simplifying the steps required to collaborate on a
file. Rather than sending an email to relevant parties containing a network address
or copy of the file, a publisher could (with the help of a Microsoft Outlook plug-in)
include a capability to access the file in an email. Shared access to this file could
be coordinated with copy-on-write, writer locks, or integrated version control software. No doubt, each of these options should probably be available, since different
collaboration models are appropriate for different files. In any case, this approach
shifts the age-old problem of maintaining and merging multiple file copies from an
ad hoc management approach to one that is consistent and centralized in a single
enterprise-wide file system. Certainly, merging will occasionally be required, but
that’s okay. Most non-expert computer users are already familiar with the need to
merge files, since they do this over email already. What they aren’t aware of is the
fact that other management options exist for this problem.
Virtualization administrators, similarly, would benefit greatly from virtual
directories. Aggregating files from VM file systems into a single namespace could
provide opportunities to view a user’s files in terms of their similarity or dissimilarity to those of their peers. The latter may provide opportunities to locate
misconfigured machines via outlier detection. The former would allow administrators to considerably collapse the large space of files in a large enterprise. Virtual
files may also be useful: consider, for example, creating a master log for a cluster
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by reading Windows Events through the logging facilities of each VM and merging
them. Again, these mechanisms provide new opportunities to diagnose problems
or to catch warnings before they become problems.

Towards a Virtualization-Friendly File System
Cluster-wide virtualization is disruptive to internal network, compute, and storage
infrastructure. However, corresponding changes have yet to propagate to our file
systems. Our research experiences suggest to us that deep stacks without semantic
information lead to misconfiguration and inefficiency. Namespace composition
offers one organizing principle, but many issues remain. Simplicity and platformagnosticity at the block level have served us well, but ensuring those traits in
file- and object-based protocols is more difficult. There are also questions about
layering in the storage stack. It’s not yet clear how much functionality should be
placed in the client file system. Alternatively, the VMM’s role in hosting many
guest file systems suggests performance benefits to co-locating similar VMs and
providing features at that level. Then again, centralizing storage in back-end filers
is appealing for simplicity.
For end users, there is already widespread awareness that we need better tools to
organize and navigate data, but virtualization may be important in shaping those
solutions. Virtualized desktops and datacenters act much like PCs, but their architecture is closer to time-sharing systems. We need to find a balance between isolation and ease of sharing in these environments. Even for individual users, creating
VMs in order to isolate known-good OS and application configurations is beneficial. However, sharing and synchronizing files between these isolated systems is
not easy or robust. With support for file sharing between VMs, virtual directories
offer a compelling alternative. Semantic file organization may also improve our
ability to find what we want among larger collections of file systems. However, that
approach implies that namespace location is no longer a useful guide for the physical disk locations for our files.
While many open questions remain, we see great promise in these semantic-rich
storage stacks and file system structures. Administrators need a file-oriented
view of storage to efficiently understand and assist their users, while users may see
benefits to novel file organizations and simpler work flows through explicit sharing. Storage is, for many good reasons, slow to change, but if we are to address the
shifts in PC and cluster design, changes are on the way.
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